Corrections to Board of Fisheries Proposals 289 and 298

The following highlights are corrections made to the lead in language for the aforementioned proposals. The districts addressed in each proposal were mislabeled, but have been noticed and corrected.

INCORRECT: PROPOSAL 289 - 5 AAC 33.310. Fishing seasons and periods for net gear. Close District 10 to seining and open to gillnet fishing as follows:

CORRECT: PROPOSAL 289 - 5 AAC 33.310. Fishing seasons and periods for net gear. Close District 5 to seining and open to gillnet fishing as follows:

INCORRECT: PROPOSAL 298 - 5 AAC 33.310. Fishing seasons and periods for net gear. Limit District 5 seine fishery to 2 days per week to increase gillnet pink salmon harvest in District 6 as follows:

CORRECT: PROPOSAL 298 - 5 AAC 33.310. Fishing seasons and periods for net gear. Limit District 10 seine fishery to 2 days per week to increase gillnet pink salmon harvest in District 6 as follows: